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Arrangements

Edible

S T O R Y  B Y 
C A R LY  F I S H E R  

A R T  B Y 
H Y E S U  L E E

Meet five makers  changing  the way  you think about  cannabis-infused foods
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Arrangements

years after legendary cannabis culinary show Bong Appetit planted 
the seeds of a future filled with dreamy smoke-induced dinners 
showcasing infused olive oil–poached octopus and laced bean-to-bar 
truffles, the mainstream market is finally starting to catch up. 🍕 As 
more states legalize cannabis, the average cannabis user is devel-
oping a taste for gourmet edibles, prioritizing brands that don’t cut 
corners on sourcing top-tier bud or ingredients, extraction meth-
ods, or imparting sustainable practices across everything they do. 
When new products drop into the local dispensary seemingly every 

other week so that the sheer mention of yet another infused seltzer or 
gummy product is enough to elicit an eye roll from a discerning foodie and cannasseur, 
there’s a certain expectation that the modern edible experience is about more than just 
getting high. It has to taste good, too. 🍷 Light-years away from silly stories about early 
encounters with the humble weed brownie, celebrity chefs and industry tastemakers 
are entering the market with the type of sophisticated munchies that put noninfused 
snacks to shame. Think historic craft cocktails with a THC twist, terpene-driven pasta 
sauces, buttery caramels with artisanal sea salt, and gelato so good that you won’t even 
notice that secret ingredient. 🍦 Today, cannabis-infused edibles are projected to earn 
nearly $3 billion in US sales by the end of 2022, according to an October 2021 report from 
Headset, a cannabis data and market intelligence firm. And taste remains the 
number one driver of edibles purchasing decisions, above brand loyalty 
and low price, according to   2021 BDSA Cannabis Consumer 
Insights data. For medical users, in particular, the abil-
ity to enjoy the requisite medicine rather than 
choke it down to alleviate pain and 
flare-ups is a huge bonus.
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Available:  
California and soon 
Massachusetts and  
New York; CBD 
products available 
nationwide

Rose Los     Angeles
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San Franciscans have developed a reputation — 
albeit well deserved! — for humble-bragging about 
their ridiculously exceptional agricultural stan-
dards. San Francisco is the heart of America’s farm-
to-table movement, is the birthplace of New World 
wines, and has the legendary Emerald Triangle 
hiding in its backyard, so it was only a matter of 
time before these forces would come together to 
revolutionize edibles. 

“Everyone looked at edibles as a vehicle to 
deliver byproduct cannabis with syrups or, best-
case scenario, fruit concentrate,” says Nathan 
Cozzolino, a 20-year veteran of the cannabis 
industry and co-founder/CEO of Rose Los Angeles, 
a small-batch edibles company now based in San 
Francisco. Rose Los Angeles is known for its line of 
gourmet Turkish delights made from solventless 
flower rosin with imaginative flavors dreamed up 
by award-winning chefs and craft growers. “What 
we were attempting to do was introduce quality 
because you weren’t able to find that,” he says.

As a food lover surrounded by creative friends, 
Cozzolino gathered a crew to lay the groundwork of 
Rose in 2017. Initially operating out of a squat-space 
kitchen in Desert Springs, California, they found 
Turkish delight worked well as a flexible base recipe 
for experimentation. Partnering with organic 
and biodynamic growers, they began squeezing 
flower rosin to make a solventless edible that 
didn’t require chemicals to extract or leverage trim 

materials. “Everyone [we work with] is organic as 
a baseline, but many people live off the land and 

feed their families off what they grow, so they 
exceed industry standards,” he says. 

Matching the high quality standards 
of producers found at Bay Area farmers 

markets, Rose caught the eye of culinary 
heavyweights Dominique Crenn and 

Andy Baraghani, who are among 
Rose’s growing lineup of chef collab-

orators. Each 20-pack of delights 

features a unique chef- and farm-driven recipe 
that sounds like it was ripped from a magical flavor 
forest on the nth level of Willy Wonka’s factory, 
dosed with 1 mg or 5 mg of THC or 10 mg of CBD 
per serving. Rose’s Mushroom People collaboration 
with New York craft grower Hudson Hemp, for 
example, contains an impressive spread of foraged 
and homemade earthy ingredients like candy cap 
mushrooms, a 12-ingredient root beer blend of 
fresh herbs, and guava flower rosin. 

Rose’s low-intervention extraction method not 
only produces the best full-spectrum benefits of 
cannabinoids, but also maintains the integrity and 
expression of the terpene flavor profile to produce 
a sophisticated taste. 

“It’s our responsibility to preserve nature and 
present it in the closest edible form you’d find in 
nature. That’s why we use rosin and don’t freeze-
dry. There’s a lot of honor in nature and it’s not that 
hard to do it,” says Cozzolino. “Everybody wanted 
to produce industrial-quality 
stuff to sell to everyone in the 
world; we wanted to support 
an interesting approach to 
agriculture and people who 
regenerate the land.” 

roselosangeles.com

Each 20-pack of delights 
features a unique chef- and 
farm-driven recipe that sounds 
like it was ripped from a 
magical flavor forest on the nth 
level of Willy Wonka’s factory.

www.differentleaf.com

Mango Rose 
Delights $35

PHOTO BY CAYCE CLIFFORD

Rose Los     Angeles
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During a trip to Colombia, Keri Richardson experi-
enced her first taste of THC-infused ice cream — and 
it wasn’t exactly something she’d try twice. Though 
it did the trick of getting her high, consuming the 
product was a struggle. This is why, when she found 
herself in an Italian gelateria a few months later, the 
idea clicked to develop an infused gelato. A year later, 
she would be flush with orders upon the launch of 
her artisanal CBD gelato company, Alta Via Crèmerie 
in Atlanta.  

“When we think of edibles, we think of chocolates 
and gummies, and that’s it,” she says. “Primarily, I 
just wanted a really great dessert, where you really 
enjoy the food and it’s not just a conduit  
for getting [cannabis] into your body.”

A luxury marketer with no previous culinary 
training, Richardson realized she needed to master 
the art of gelato making. Her plans to spend a few 
months studying in Italy were thwarted by the 
pandemic, but luckily, gelato maestro Gianluca 
Degani was offering Zoom classes. For four months, 
Richardson got up at the crack of dawn to test batch 
gelatos from 3 a.m. to 8 a.m. before starting her 
regular nine-to-five job. After advancing to master 
gelato chef, she began working on the CBD infusions, 
using isolate to maintain a creamy texture. 

“My first batch was very much like string cheese, 
so it was a learning process,” she says. 
“Gelato making is a real art. It’s a lot 
of chemistry. I’m always looking at the 
best types of infusions and what works.”

When word got out about the infused 
gelatos, everything snowballed. Before 

she was even fully estab-
lished, she was tapped to cater 
an 80-person event. Orders 
started rolling in from around 
the country for her seasonal 
infused and noninfused gelatos, 
with flavors such as Southern 
butter pecan, mango jalapeno, 
peach bellini, and spiced apple 
cider. Serendipitously, she moved into a commercial 
kitchen previously owned by a gelato company that 
was scaling up and sold her everything, allowing her 
to ship directly to consumers nationwide in 4-ounce 
and 12-ounce servings containing 50 mg of CBD. 
Within the first year, she won second place at the 
Dessert Wars festival, received a glowing reception 
from Bon Appétit, and expressed interest for brick-
and-mortar expansion in Atlanta and New York.

Alta Via, which translates roughly to “high 
way” in Italian, is a fitting name for a gourmet 
edibles brand whose success within the can-
nabis industry continues to grow exponen-
tially. What excites her the most, she says, 
is others like her who are dedicated to 
making something delicious.

“My favorite thing is when people 
try the gelato and they say, ‘Wow, 
this is really good.’ Not just, ‘I got 
calm from this.’ I want it to be a 
great product — something you 
can eat year-round.”

altaviacremerie.com

Alta Via
Crémerie

Available:  
Ships nationwide 
from Atlanta

Infused Flight $70
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Alta Via, which 
translates roughly 
to “high way” in 
Italian, is a fitting 
name for a gourmet 
edibles brand whose 
success within the 
cannabis industry 
continues to grow 
exponentially. 

PHOTO BY JASMINE HUTCHERSON 
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Cannabis and alcohol have a deeply entwined 
relationship, with apothecary techniques dating 
back to the late 1700s in New Orleans. It was 
there, while signing copies of his book Apothecary 
Cocktails at the New Orleans Pharmacy Museum 
during the 2014 Tales of the Cocktail conference, 
that food and wine writer Warren Bobrow stum-
bled on an exhibition called Cannabis in the Early 
Apothecary. Sparking the idea behind his  
2016 follow-up, Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & 
Tonics: The Art of Spirited Drinks and Buzz-Worthy 
Libations, it would provide the foundation for his 
future ready-to-drink cannabis craft cocktail 
company, Klaus.

Growing up on a biodynamic farm in 
Morristown, New Jersey, where his uncle regu-
larly grew cannabis, Bobrow was no stranger to 
the power of edibles. After making a batch of pot 
brownies so strong his jaw went numb, at 16 years 
old, he discovered that blending the dried-out 
treats with coffee ice cream loaded with milk fat 
and finished with a touch of seltzer water created 
an absolutely memorable high. 

Fast forward to 2009, when Bobrow said 
goodbye to the corporate world, working as a 
wine writer before switching to cocktail recipe 
development. Armed with a well-traveled palate 
and some food-writing classes from the French 
Culinary Institute, he wrote the first cannabis 
cocktail book, which helped him turn over a new 
leaf. A few years later, he ditched alcohol entirely 
to focus on developing an exceptional craft can-
nabis canned cocktail — though he admits the 
endeavor wasn’t an altruistic experiment. 

“I was smoking a joint on the street and got 
arrested and thrown into Rikers for 48 hours,” 

he says, noting that he now uses cannabis 
to treat his glaucoma. “I wanted to create a 

way to enjoy my medicine without anyone 
knowing my business. And I am still very 

careful about smoking today. I had to 

figure out something to do that would alleviate 
my paranoia.”

The company is named after Klaus, a quirky 
1850s flask-toting garden gnome that has accom-
panied Bobrow on international adventures 
since the early 1990s, and its flagship beverage, 
Mezzrole, is an ode to infamous jazz musician and 
cannabis dealer Mezz Mezzrow. Featuring 10 mg 
of full-spectrum THC per can, the beverage uses 
nanotechnology from Vertosa, three nonindustri-
alized ingredients (all-natural French lime puree, 
hot-and-spicy ginger, and dry rice vinegar), and a 
solventless emulsion. Next up: a classic cocktail 
without rum and another terpene-forward stun-
ner from his book.

“Most of the drinks out there suck.[Consumers] 
are interested in quality ingredients, something 
that isn’t just sparkling water. They want 
something that’s well made and socially 
acceptable without having to separate themselves 
outside to smoke a joint,” says Bobrow. “It’s 
bursting with flavor. When you open the can, you 
can smell the terps. I don’t make sweet drinks; I 
think they’re silly.” 

drinkklaus.com

Klaus

The company is named after 
Klaus, a quirky 1850s flask-
toting garden gnome that 
has accompanied Bobrow on 
international adventures since 
the early 1990s.

Available: California

Mezzrole,  
4 pack, $14/can

PHOTO BY REDENS DESROSIERS
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Long before the term “California sober” started 
trending nationally, spirits industry veteran 
Darnell Smith was quietly lacing his tonic and 
lime at the bar with a few drops of a homemade 
THC tincture. After five years of working in 
the spirits industry, he had reached a point at 
which his relationship with alcohol needed to 
change, and these simple DIY tinctures — made 
from decarbed flower soaked in high-proof 
alcohol — created a sessionable cocktail with-
out the hangover. 

“Participating in this cocktail occasion but 
doing it my own way — that’s where the base of 
MXXN came from,” says Smith. “That wasn’t 
just me having that same feeling with alcohol; 
it really became something that we got excited 
about and accelerated, seeing how consump-
tion habits were changing in this alt alcohol 
category among functional, nonalcoholic, and 
cannabis-infused beverages.”

Connecting with a former client from Bacardi 
on the cusp of the craft nonalcoholic beverage 
boom, he found the traction to develop a line of 
alcohol-free spirits. Infused with water-soluble 
THC emulsions, the spirits were formulated to 
earn the respect of the most discern-
ing craft cocktail culturists. 
MXXN worked with mix-
ologists to consider the 
complexity of flavor and 
viscosity, mouthfeel, 
olfaction, and difference 
on the palate, and how to 
complement the cannabis 
emulsion that delivered a 
different feel from alcohol. 

“We really had to commit to 
slowing down a bit. There’s always 
this rush to commercialize an 
idea as fast as you can, but we 
knew if we didn’t deliver a taste 

experience that would wow people, it wasn’t 
worth doing,” says Smith. “Before, taste was 
very secondary. As you see this crossover into 
the mainstream, taste and quality are astro-
nomically improving.”

Pronounced “moon,” the company is named 
after the psychosomatic “moonglow effect” 
with double Xs as a nod to moonshine and the 
present prohibition state of cannabis. The port-
folio now includes a gin, a tequila, and a bour-
bon, sold in 750 mL bottles containing 100 mg of 
THC. Smith has plans to launch a rum later this 
year, as well as a special-edition fernet. Along 
with working on MXXN’s R&D process, Smith 
says he is most enthusiastic about the compa-
ny’s efforts to provide access to a more diverse 
subset of the industry on the advocacy side, 
support organizations that are working to right 
some of the wrongs, and create hiring opportu-
nities within its supply chain. 

“I am excited about the new players,” he says. 
“We have an exciting and difficult path ahead 

of us, moving from something nascent to 
something mainstream. It feels like what it 
must have felt like during Prohibition, and 
we have a lot of people running toward 

that goal.” 

MXXN

enjoymxxn.com  

Pronounced “moon,” 
the company is named 
after the psychosomatic 
“moonglow effect” with 
double Xs as a nod to 
moonshine and the 
present prohibition 
state of cannabis.

Available: California

Kentucky 
Oak $79.99

PHOTO BY DANIEL LEE
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Available:  
California and soon 
Arizona and Nevada

PHOTO COURTESY OF LASTLEAF
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When a celebrity chef takes on the cannabis 
industry, it’s easy to brush them off as another 
giant stoner interested in the recreational 
market. But when chef Todd English and his 
business partner, Keith Burkard, set out to 
create their gourmet edibles brand, LastLeaf, 
the motivation was entirely medical. 

Several years ago when Burkard, a veteran 
of the finance and entrepreneurial sectors, was 
diagnosed with Lyme disease, many specialists 
advised him to try cannabis to manage his 
neurological symptoms. After he started 
integrating the plant into everyday foods, 
he realized there was a huge opportunity to 
help others dealing with issues like anxiety, 
depression, and sleeping disorders. 

“Now I resort to more holistic means of 
medication because I’ve seen there are proven 
benefits to certain strains, not just on the THC 
psychoactive side,” Burkard says. “I’ve always 
thought of cannabis as a means of medication, 
doing it to create products that help people. 
I’m more inclined to use our products when I 
have pop-up flares and neurological headaches, 
rather than ibuprofen or other medicines.”

Around the same time, English had been 
baking cannabis into lemon tarts for his 
sister, who had breast cancer, to help alleviate 
her chronic pain and side effects from 
chemotherapy treatments. Just before COVID-
19, the two longtime acquaintances came 
together to develop a full-suite hospitality 

company, including hotels, nightlife, and 
LastLeaf, a line of cannabis-infused foods. 

The brand launched in 2020 with two 
infused pastas — classic macaroni 

and cheese and pasta shells with 
white cheddar, with each package 

containing two servings with 
5 mg of THC — with plans to 

launch a medicated olive oil, 

pasta sauces, and other sauces. 
As advanced research into the 

cannabis plant becomes more 
widely available and socially 
acceptable, Burkard says 
the influx of experienced 
food scientists entering 
the edibles space has led to 
an uptick in precise dosing, 
improved extraction methods, and con-
sistent production. And with English’s creative 
vision and palate, LastLeaf’s point of differ-
entiation is offering a quality infused product 
free of pungent cannabis aromatics that may 
have turned people off in the past. For everyday 
medical users like Burkard, it creates a more 
accessible and enjoyable entry point. 

“LastLeaf is the first company to lead the 
charge for delivering primary food group prod-
ucts rather than secondary chips, snacks, and 
gummies. There’s an everyday frequency,” he 
says. “Who doesn’t love mac and cheese?”

LastLeaf

lastleaf.com

“LastLeaf is the first  
company to lead the charge 
for delivering primary 
food group products 
rather than 
secondary 
chips, snacks, and 
gummies. Who doesn’t 
love mac and cheese?”
KEITH BURKARD, FOUNDER AND CEO
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And More ...
Pamos
pamos.com
Available: California

Kick-start your 
California sober 
lifestyle with this low-
dose cannabis-infused 
nonalcoholic spirit 
brimming with citrus, sweet fruit, and aromatic 
herbs and spices. In addition to its lightweight-
friendly 6 mg THC/2 mg CBD signature blend, 
Pamos just released a shake-and-serve peach and 
guava bellini perfect for an afternoon spritz. 

Buddha Teas
buddhateas.com
Available: Nationwide

If you’re a tea drinker, 
you likely have a favorite blend that 
you turn to for the first pot in the morning, 
or a cup as you wind down at the end of 
the day. Buddha Teas, based in Carlsbad, 
California, has long been bringing dozens of 
top-quality blends to the market. They’ve 
recently taken six of their best-selling teas 
and created a version of each that includes 5 
mg of CBD. Now, in addition to a little honey, 
you can add some CBD with your matcha 
green or ginger and turmeric tea.

Good Stuff  
Beverage Co.
goodstuffbeverageco.com
Available: California

When life hands you lemons, make lemonade. 
Then infuse it with cannabis. Or, just buy a bottle 
from this craft lemonade company that uses a 
fast-acting microemulsion cannabis for precision 
dosing of its 100 mg THC bottles. All-natural 
ingredients like tropical blossom honey, 
real fruit, and raw whole-cane sugar 
make these refreshing elixirs tasty 
enough to be consumed straight out 
of the bottle or mixed into your 
favorite mocktail.

Mellows
getmellows.com
Available: California

Handcrafted in San Francisco, these 
low-dose premium marshmallows are 
medicated with coconut oil infused with 
solventless hash made from single-origin 
Red Congolese sativa for an uplifting high. 
Fun flavors like birthday cake, black sesame, 
raspberry rose lychee, and chocolate malt 
are decked out with Instagram-worthy 
sprinkles and other crushed toppings that 
make these bites look as good as they taste.

PHOTOS BY DOMINIC PERRI
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And More ...
Kiva  
S’mores 
 
kivaconfections.com 
Available: California

You can't go wrong with a campfire classic, 
especially this lit s’mores bar from Kiva. Less 
messy than the DIY version, this bar packs milk 
chocolate, marshmallows, and graham crackers 
into a breakable bar featuring 5 mg of THC in 
every square.

Pantry
 
pantryfoodco.com 
Available: California

This foodie-approved 1:1 
premium extra virgin olive 
oil was developed by chef 
Michael Magliano, best 
known for his tenures at 
LA’s Animal Restaurant and SoHo House 
clubs and stints alongside culinary greats 

like Thomas Keller, Tom Colicchio, 
and Michael Tusk. Sourcing 
organically grown olives from 
family-owned California 
farms, each bottle leverages the 

complexity of rich terpenes and 
health benefits to produce an 

elegant product tasty enough 
to drizzle on salads or use as a 
finishing oil.

Cloud11
 
findcloud11.com
Available: California

Instantly recognizable from their signature white-
glove-presentation packaging and sumptuous truffles 
in flavors like strawberry pink peppercorn, black 
sesame and yuzu, and salted peanut, these luxury 
edibles are so stunning that you may not want to eat 
them. Developed by trained chef Nick Pritzker and 
Eleven Madison Park’s former pastry chef Manuela 
Sanin, these crafted chocolates — available in  
4 mg THC/4 mg CBD and 2 mg THC/2 mg CBD in each 
flavor — are begging to go national. In the meantime, 
you can find them in select dispensaries around LA.

TSUMo Snacks  
tsumosnacks.com 
Available: California

Savory snacks? Yes, please. Made by snackers 
for snackers, TSUMo Snacks’ Classic Cheese 
Crunchers snagged a second-place win in the 
2022 Emerald Cup for Best Savory Edibles. Each 
of the five flavors was developed as a reliable 
weed-laced dupe for your favorite brand-
name chips, like zesty ranch, hint of lime, 
and fiery hot, perfectly portioned into 10 mg 
THC bags for easy dosing control. (yum)
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Conscious  
{By Design}
 
shopcbyd.com 
Available: UK, with US distribution coming soon

With California dominating the national conversation, 
it’s easy to forget that cannabis exists in other parts 
of the world. Debuting at the Luxury Meets Cannabis 
Conference, this UK-based brand is setting its sights 
on US expansion of its signature wellness beverage 
concentrates enriched with 20 mg of Swiss-grade 
CBD and health-boosting ingredients like calming 
lavender, chai, chamomile, and cacao, and energizing 
clementine, orange, ginger, and turmeric to promote 
holistic function.

Artet
  
artet.com 
Available: California

Among the first players to enter the 
cannabis beverage scene in 2019, Artet 
welcomed the summer of spritz with its 
aperitif-inspired flagship bottle boasting 
a zesty ginger and botanical flavor profile 
fit for low dosing. Since then, the company 
has launched a limited-edition Founder’s 
Blend using the live resin of sun-grown 
cannabis from Aster Farms, as well as a line 
of ready-to-drink canned cannabis 
cocktails: Strawberry Basil Spritz, 
Mango Ginger Spritz, Rosemary 
Jane, and Tet & Tonic.

Jenny’s  
Baked at Home
 
jennysbakedathome.com 
Available: Nationwide from New York State

A throwback to classic pot brownies, this 
hemp-infused gluten-free CBD mix from New 
York-based Jenny’s Baked at Home offers a 
better-for-you box brownie. Medical users with 
gluten restrictions can benefit from this DIY mix, 
made with all-natural ingredients and a high 
concentration of full-spectrum 
CBD — featuring cannabinoids 
like CBG and CBN as well as 
nutrient-dense cacao, which is 
rich in antioxidants, fiber, 
magnesium, iron, and 
calcium.

Atlas 
 
atlasedibles.com 
Available: California

Suitably, weedheads now officially have an infused 
granola celebrating their crunchy lifestyle. And it is 
dank. These highly snackable bites come in 80 mg and 
100 mg THC packages, each with unique sativa and 
indica recipes to foster good vibes — including a warm, 
spicy blend of indica-infused Mexican chocolate, 
pepitas, and crispy rice that promotes relaxation, 
healing, and well-being, and sativa-infused cashew, 
cayenne, and caramel bites with California apricots 
that promote positivity, functionality, and creativity.
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Jane West
 
betterwithjane.com 
Available: Nationwide 
from Colorado

Say goodbye to sour 
tummy and jitters 
with this craft medium-roast 
Colombian blend from Jane West CBD that 
will keep you uplifted yet stress-free for the 
ultimate wake and bake. This coffee uses 
Colorado-grown certified-organic hemp, 
and the beans are naturally processed, then 
introduced with cannabinoids after roasting, 
binding with the lipids to deliver a solid brew 
packed with health benefits.

Garden 
Society 
 
thegardensociety.com 
Available: California

Wine and weed is a 
winning combination, so 
it’s only natural that the two would find their 
way to each other in the form of a gummy. 
These 5 mg THC gummies come in 20-piece 
bags in flavors inspired by wine country, like 
tart cherry pinot noir, peach prosecco, and 
sparkling strawberry rosé. 

Sweet Mary Jane
 
sweetmaryjanebakery.com 
Available: Colorado

Pop it like it’s hot with this line of gourmet 
“potcorn” from Colorado-based, woman- and 
family-owned company Sweet Mary Jane. 
Infusing CO2 distillate into Colorado-grown 
CBD, each blend contains a 100:10 CBD-to-THC 
ratio for effective dosing and comes in delicious 
flavors like real Wisconsin cheddar cheese, 
caramel crunch, and butter and sea salt.

Sweet Dirt
 
shop.sweetdirt.com 
Available: Maine

Maine keeps a pretty low profile when it comes 
to showing off its weed scene, which is the only 
reasonable explanation for how these amazing 
infused dark chocolate peanut butter cups have 
flown under the radar this long. Single-origin Latin 
American chocolate filled with organic peanut 
butter is infused with full-spectrum, refined RSO 
from Sweet Dirt’s MOFGA-certified flower, making 
this edible so good you’ll have to brag about it. 

Pine and Star
pineandstar.com
Available: Maine

Tired of riding the infused seltzer 
wave and looking to add a little 
flavor to your cannabis-infused 
beverage repertoire? Look no further 
than this Maine-based sparkling 
cider that is basically fall 
foliage in a bottle. This crisp, 
all-natural cider is spiked 
with cinnamon and 10 mg of 
THC, with a quick onset of 
around 15 minutes. 

(enjoy)




